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Unit1
Management
Management is an art of getting things done through and with the people in formally organized
groups. It is an art of creating an environment in which people can perform and individuals and
can co-operate towards attainment of group goal.
Management personal may be described as the people who design an organization's structure and
determine how different aspects of the organization will interact.
Management process is a process of setting goals, planning and/or controlling the organizing
and leading the execution of any type of activity, such as: a project
In general an organization's senior management is responsible for carrying out its management
process.
Importance of management
1. It helps in Achieving Group Goals - It arranges the factors of production, assembles
and organizes the resources, integrates the resources in effective manner to achieve goals.
It directs group efforts towards achievement of pre-determined goals. By defining
objective of organization clearly there would be no wastage of time, money and effort.
Management converts disorganized resources of men, machines, money etc. into useful
enterprise. These resources are coordinated, directed and controlled in such a manner that
enterprise work towards attainment of goals.
2. Optimum Utilization of Resources - Management utilizes all the physical & human
resources productively. This leads to efficacy in management. Management provides
maximum utilization of scarce resources by selecting its best possible alternate use in
industry from out of various uses. It makes use of experts, professional and these services
leads to use of their skills, knowledge, and proper utilization and avoids wastage. If
employees and machines are producing its maximum there is no under employment of
any resources.
3. Reduces Costs - It gets maximum results through minimum input by proper planning and
by using minimum input & getting maximum output. Management uses physical, human
and financial resources in such a manner which results in best combination. This helps in
cost reduction.
4. Establishes Sound Organization - No overlapping of efforts (smooth and coordinated
functions). To establish sound organizational structure is one of the objective of
management which is in tune with objective of organization and for fulfillment of this, it
establishes effective authority & responsibility relationship i.e. who is accountable to
whom, who can give instructions to whom, who are superiors & who are subordinates.
Management fills up various positions with right persons, having right skills, training and
qualification. All jobs should be cleared to everyone.
5. Establishes Equilibrium - It enables the organization to survive in changing
environment. It keeps in touch with the changing environment. With the change is
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external environment, the initial co-ordination of organization must be changed. So it
adapts organization to changing demand of market / changing needs of societies. It is
responsible for growth and survival of organization.
6. Essentials for Prosperity of Society - Efficient management leads to better economical
production which helps in turn to increase the welfare of people. Good management
makes a difficult task easier by avoiding wastage of scarce resource. It improves standard
of living. It increases the profit which is beneficial to business and society will get
maximum output at minimum cost by creating employment opportunities which generate
income in hands. Organization comes with new products and researches beneficial for
society.
Functions/Role of management

1. Planning
It is the basic function of management. It deals with chalking out a future course of action
& deciding in advance the most appropriate course of actions for achievement of predetermined goals.
According to KOONTZ, “Planning is deciding in advance - what to do, when to do &
how to do. It bridges the gap from where we are & where we want to be”.
A plan is a future course of actions. It is an exercise in problem solving & decision
making.
Planning is determination of courses of action to achieve desired goals.
Thus, planning is a systematic thinking about ways & means for accomplishment of predetermined goals. Planning is necessary to ensure proper utilization of human & nonhuman resources.
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Organizing
It is the process of bringing together physical, financial and human resources and
developing productive relationship amongst them for achievement of organizational
goals.
According to Henry Fayol,
“To organize a business is to provide it with everything useful or its functioning i.e. raw
material, tools, capital and personnel’s”.
To organize a business involves determining & providing human and non-human
resources to the organizational structure. Organizing as a process involves:






Identification of activities.
Classification of grouping of activities.
Assignment of duties.
Delegation of authority and creation of responsibility.
Coordinating authority and responsibility relationships.

2. Staffing
It is the function of manning the organization structure and keeping it manned. Staffing
has assumed greater importance in the recent years due to advancement of technology,
increase in size of business, complexity of human behavior etc. The main purpose o
\ staffing is to put right man on right job i.e. square pegs in square holes and round pegs
in round holes. According to Kootz & O’Donell, “Managerial function of staffing
involves manning the organization structure through proper and effective selection,
appraisal & development of personnel to fill the roles designed un the structure”. Staffing
involves:


Manpower Planning (estimating man power in terms of searching, choose the
person and giving the right place).
 Recruitment, Selection & Placement.
 Training & Development.
 Remuneration.
 Performance Appraisal.
 Promotions & Transfer.
3. Directing
It is that part of managerial function which actuates the organizational methods to work
efficiently for achievement of organizational purposes. It is considered life-spark of the
enterprise which sets it in motion the action of people because planning, organizing and
staffing are the mere preparations for doing the work. Direction is that inert-personnel
aspect of management which deals directly with influencing, guiding, supervising,
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motivating sub-ordinate for the achievement of organizational goals. Direction has
following elements:





Supervision
Motivation
Leadership
Communication

Supervision- implies overseeing the work of subordinates by their superiors. It is the act
of watching & directing work & workers.
Motivation- means inspiring, stimulating or encouraging the sub-ordinates with zeal to
work. Positive, negative, monetary, non-monetary incentives may be used for this
purpose.
Leadership- may be defined as a process by which manager guides and influences the
work of subordinates in desired direction.
Communications- is the process of passing information, experience, opinion etc from
one person to another. It is a bridge of understanding.
4. Controlling
It implies measurement of accomplishment against the standards and correction of
deviation if any to ensure achievement of organizational goals. The purpose of
controlling is to ensure that everything occurs in conformities with the standards.
An efficient system of control helps to predict deviations before they actually occur.
According to Theo Haimann,
“Controlling is the process of checking whether or not proper progress is being made
towards the objectives and goals and acting if necessary, to correct any deviation”.
According to Koontz & O’Donell “Controlling is the measurement & correction of
performance activities of subordinates in order to make sure that the enterprise objectives
and plans desired to obtain them as being accomplished”. Therefore controlling has
following steps:
a. Establishment of standard performance.
b. Measurement of actual performance.
c. Comparison of actual performance with the standards and finding out deviation if
any.
d. Corrective action.
Management theories
It is a collection of ideas which set forth general rules on how to manage a business or
organization.
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Management theory addresses how managers and supervisors relate to their organizations in the
knowledge of its goals, the implementation of effective means to get the goals accomplished and
how to motivate employees to perform to the highest standard.
Management theories are implemented to help increase organizational productivity and service
quality. Not many managers use a singular theory or concept when implementing strategies in
the workplace
Contingency Theory
This theory asserts that managers make decisions based on the situation at hand rather than a
"one size fits all" method. A manager takes appropriate action based on aspects most important
to the current situation. Managers in a university may want to utilize a leadership approach that
includes participation from workers, while a leader in the army may want to use an autocratic
approach.
Systems Theory
Managers who understand systems theory recognize how different systems affect a worker and
how a worker affects the systems around them. A system is made up of a variety of parts that
work together to achieve a goal. Systems theory is a broad perspective that allows managers to
examine patterns and events in the workplace. This helps managers to coordinate programs to
work as a collective whole for the overall goal or mission of the organization rather than for
isolated departments.
Chaos Theory
Change is constant. Although certain events and circumstances in an organization can be
controlled, others can't. Chaos theory recognizes that change is inevitable and is rarely
controlled. While organizations grow, complexity and the possibility for susceptible events
increase. Organizations increase energy to maintain the new level of complexity, and as
organizations spend more energy, more structure is needed for stability. The system continues to
evolve and change.
Theory X and Theory Y
The management theory an individual chooses to utilize is strongly influenced by beliefs about
worker attitudes. Managers who believe workers naturally lack ambition and need incentives to
increase productivity lean toward the Theory X management style. Theory Y believes that
workers are naturally driven and take responsibility. While managers who believe in Theory X
values often use an authoritarian style of leadership, Theory Y leaders encourage participation
from workers.
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Management roles
A well-known researcher by the name of Henry Mintzberg identified three general management
roles. They are interpersonal roles, informational roles and decisional roles.
Interpersonal Role
Management is largely about interpersonal relations between the manager and people both inside
and outside the organization, such as employees, superiors, suppliers and customers. As a
supervisor, Alexander will serve in his interpersonal role while acting as a figurehead, leader
and liaison.
As a figurehead, he represents the face of the company when interacting with people. He also
serves as a leader to his team and acts as a liaison between his team members and upper
management. He may occasionally act as a liaison between the company and suppliers or
customers.
Informational Role
Management is also about managing information. Alexander's informational role includes
collecting information, receiving information and disseminating information. For example,
Alexander will receive production goals from his boss and will disseminate, or communicate,
them to his team. He will also collect information on current production and send it to his boss
for review.
Decisional Role
Managers are decision makers. In fact, failure to make decisions will often lead to failure.
Alexander's decisional role includes being an entrepreneur, disturbance handler, resource
allocator and a negotiator. For example, manager must often seek creative solutions to problems
just like an entrepreneur. He is also responsible for managing and allocating resources to
accomplish his production goals. In addition he must handle unanticipated complications that
disrupt his team and its goals, known as disturbance handling
Strategic Management
Strategic management involves the formulation and implementation of the major goals and initiatives
taken by a company's top management on behalf of owners, based on consideration of resources and an
assessment of the internal and external environments in which the organization competes.

Formulation of strategy involves analyzing the environment in which the organization operates,
then making a series of strategic decisions about how the organization will compete. Formulation
ends with a series of goals or objectives and measures for the organization to pursue.
Environmental analysis includes the:


Remote external environment, including the political, economic, social, technological, legal
and environmental landscape (PESTLE);
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Industry environment, such as the competitive behavior of rival organizations, the bargaining
power of buyers/customers and suppliers, threats from new entrants to the industry, and the
ability of buyers to substitute products and
Internal environment, regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the organization's resources
(i.e., its people, processes and IT systems)

Decision making Tools and techniques
When running a business, making the right decisions can lead to success, while making the
wrongs can result to failure. With so much riding on each decision, it's important that thoughtful
consideration is put into each one that needs to be made. To help them, many business leaders go
through a thoughtful decision-making process.
While there are a wide variety of decision-making techniques and tools, many tend to revolve
around the same key principles of figuring out the decision that needs to be made, considering
and researching the options and reviewing the decision once it's been made.
The University of Massachusetts-Dartmouth outlines seven basic steps in effective decisionmaking
 Identify the decision to be made: After realizing that a decision must be made, you then go
through an internal process of trying to clearly define the nature of the decision you must make.
 Gather relevant information: Most decisions require collecting pertinent information. Some
information must be sought from within yourself through a process of self-assessment, while
other information must be sought from outside books, people and a variety of other sources.
 Identify alternatives: Through the process of collecting information you will probably
identify several possible paths of action, or alternatives. In this step of the decision-making
process, you will list all possible and desirable alternatives.
 Weigh evidence: In this step, you draw on your information and emotions to imagine what it
would be like if you carried out each of the alternatives to the end. You must evaluate whether
the need identified in Step 1 would be helped or solved through the use of each alternative.
 Choose among alternatives: Once you have weighed all the evidence, you are ready to select
the choice that seems to be best suited to you.
 Take action: You now take some positive action, which begins to implement the alternative
you chose.
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 Review decision and consequences: In the last step you experience the results of your
decision and evaluate whether or not it has "solved" the need you identified in Step 1. If it has,
you may stay with this decision for some period of time. If the decision has not resolved the
identified need, you may repeat certain steps of the process in order to make a new decision.

Decision-making tools and techniques
While the basic principles might be the same, there are dozens of different techniques and tools
that can be used when trying to make a decision. Among some of the more popular options,
which often use graphs, models or charts, are:











Decision matrix: A decision matrix is used to evaluate all the options of a decision. When using
the matrix, create a table with all of the options in the first column and all of the factors that
affect the decision in the first row. Users then score each option and weigh which factors are of
more importance. A final score is then tallied to reveal which option is the best.
T-Chart: This chart is used when weighing the plusses and minuses of the options. It ensures
that all the positives and negatives are taken into consideration when making a decision.
Decision tree: This is a graph or model that involves contemplating each option and the
outcomes of each. Statistical analysis is also conducted with this technique.
Multi voting: This is used when multiple people are involved in making a decision. It helps
whittle down a large list options to a smaller one to the eventual final decision.
Pareto analysis: This is a technique used when a large number of decisions need to be made.
This helps in prioritizing which ones should be made first by determining which decisions will
have the greatest overall impact.
Cost-benefit: This technique is used when weighing the financial ramifications of each possible
alternative as a way to come to a final decision that makes the most sense from an economic
perspective.
Conjoint analysis: This is a method used by business leaders to determine consumer preferences
when making decisions.
Organizational structure
An organizational structure defines how activities such as task allocation, coordination and
supervision are directed toward the achievement of organizational aims.[1] It can also be
considered as the viewing glass or perspective through which individuals see their organization
and its environment.

Line Organisation:
Line organisation is the simplest and the oldest type of organisation. It is also known as scalar
organisation or military type of organisation. In the words of J.M. Lundy, “It is characterized by
direct lines of authority flowing from the top to the bottom of the organizational hierarchy and lines
of responsibility flowing in an opposite but equally direct manner.”
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An important characteristic of such type of organisation is superior-subordinate relationship.
Superior delegates authority to another subordinate and so on, forming a line from the very top to the
bottom of the organisation structure. The line of authority so established is referred as “line
authority.” Under this type of organisation authority flows downwards, responsibility moves upwards
in a straight line. Scalar principle and unity of command are strictly followed in line organisation.
This type of organisation resembles with the army administration or military type of organisation. As
in case of military, commander-in-chief holds the top most position and has the entire control over
the army of the country, which in turn is developed into main area commands under major-generals.
Each area has brigade under brigadier-generals, each brigade is fabricated into regiments under its
colonels, each regiment into battalions under majors, each battalion into companies under captains,
each company sub-divided under its lieutenants and so on drawn to corporal with his squad.

2. Functional Organisation:
F.W. Taylor, who is better known as the father of scientific management developed the concept of
‘Functional Organisation’. As the very name suggests, functional organisation implies that the
organisation should be based on various functions. Taylor’s functional approach is mainly based on
principle of specialization and tries to bring about organisational balance.
The principle of specialisation embodies the concept that both the workers and the supervisors can
develop a higher degree of proficiency by separating the manual from the mental requirements.
Taylor recommended that there should be functionalisation even at the shop level where workers
have to produce goods. He felt that the usual practice of putting one foreman incharge of some 40 to
50 workers should be avoided.
Taylor’s concept of Functional Foremanship (as he puts it), is a system comprising of eight different
foremen discharging different functions. Every worker in the organisation is directly connected with
these foremen.
The eight specialist foremen are:
(a) Route Clerk, (b) Instructions Card Clerk, (c) Time and Cost Clerk, (d) Shop Disciplinarian, (e)
Gang Boss, (f) Speed Boss, (g) Repair Boss, and (h) Inspector. The first four bosses operate from
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Planning Department, whereas the other four are known as Executive Functional Bosses. They
function in the production department.
A brief explanation of these eight functional foremen is given below:

(a) Route clerk:
He lays down the exact path or route to be followed by raw material transforming it into finished
product.

(b) Instruction card clerk:
He prepares detailed instructions to be followed in doing the work as per the route laid down by the
route clerk.

(c) Time and cost clerk:
He determines the total time to be taken in the completion of a product and also works out the cost of
production per unit and total cost. He prepares various work schedules and cost sheets in order to
have proper control over time and cost incurred in producing goods.

(D) Shop disciplinarian:
He is responsible for maintaining proper discipline in the organisation. In fact, he is the guardian of
orderliness in the factory. In the words of Kimball and Kimball Jr. “The shop disciplinarian is
responsible for discipline and good order, fie is also the peacemaker and assists in adjusting wages.”
He is helpful in resolving minor disputes regarding wages, holidays, working conditions and hours of
work etc. He initiates a proper code of conduct in the organisation.

(e) Gang boss:
He makes the availability of different machines and tools required by workers to carry out their work.
He also provides various production designs, drawings, raw materials etc.

(f) Speed boss:
He controls the speed of different machines operating in the organisation. He sometimes
demonstrates the workers the proper speed with which the machines should operate. He undertakes
proper supervision over speed of machines.
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(g) Repair boss:
He is concerned with proper maintenance and repairs of machines for keeping them in working
order. In the words of Spriegel, “His job of maintenance includes cleaning the machine, keeping it
free from rust and scratches, oiling it properly and preserving the standards which have been set up
for the auxiliary equipment connected with the machine such as belts, counter shafts and clutches.”
His main task is to undertake immediate repair of the defective machines so that the work may not
suffer.

(h )Inspector:
He checks and certifies the quality of work i.e., whether or not it is up to pre-determined standards.
Achievement of pre-set standards is confirmed by the inspector. He develops the feeling of quality
consciousness among the workers. In order to carry out his job effectively, an inspector must possess
proper knowledge and the technicalities involved in quality control.

3. Line and Staff Organisation:
The line and staff organisation is an improvement over the above mentioned two systemsviz, line
organisation and functional organisation. The line organisation concentrates too much on control
whereas the functional system divides the control too much.
The need was, therefore, for a system that will ensure a proper balance between the two. The need
has been fulfilled by line and staff organisation. The system like line organisation also owes its birth
to army.
The commanders in the field who are line officers are assisted by the staff that helps them in
formulating strategies and plans by supplying valuable information. Similarly in organisation, line
officers get the advice of the staff which is very helpful in carrying on the task in an efficient manner.
However, staff’s role is advisory in nature. Line officers are usually assisted by staff officers in
effectively solving various business problems.
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The staff is usually of three types viz:

(a) Personal Staff:
This includes the personal staff attached to Line Officers. For example, personal assistant
to general manager, secretary to manager etc. The personal staff renders valuable advice
and assistance to Line Officers.

(b) Specialised Staff:
This category includes various experts possessing specialised knowledge in different fields
like accounting, personnel, law, marketing, etc. They render specialised service to the
organisation.
For example, a company may engage a lawyer for rendering legal advice on different legal
matters. Similarly, it may engage a chartered accountant and a cost accountant for tackling
accounting problems.
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(c) General Staff:
This comprises of various experts in different areas who render valuable advice to the top
management on different matters requiring expert advice.

Human resource management (HRM or simply HR) is the management of human resources. It
is a function in the organizations designed to maximize employee performance in service of an
employer's strategic objectives.
HR is primarily concerned with the management of people within organizations, focusing
on policies and on systems.
HR departments and units in organizations typically undertake a number of activities,
including employee benefits design, employee recruitment, "training and
development", performance appraisal, and rewarding (e.g., managing pay and benefit systems).
HR also concerns itself with organizational change and industrial relations, that is, the balancing
of organizational practices with requirements arising from collective bargaining and from
governmental laws
Human resource management core functions
According to Mondy, human resource management has five core functions which are






Staffing
Human resource development
Compensation and benefits
Safety and health
Employee and labor relations

Human resources management activities
A Human Resources Manager has several functions in an organization:








Determine needs of the staff.
Determine to use temporary staff or hire employees to fill these needs.
Recruit and train the best employees.
Supervise the work.
Harmonize relationship between company and workers.
Manage employee relations, unions and collective bargaining.
Prepare employee records and personal policies.
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Ensure high performance.
Manage employee payroll, benefits and compensation.
Ensure equal opportunities.
Deal with discrimination.
Deal with performance issues.
Ensure that human resources practices conform to various regulations.
Push the employee's motivation.

Leadership
Leadership is both a research area and a practical skill encompassing the ability of an individual
or organization to "lead" or guide other individuals, teams, or entire organizations
An effective leader is a person who does the following:
1. Creates an inspiring vision of the future.
2. Motivates and inspires people to engage with that vision.
3. Manages delivery of the vision.
4. Coaches and builds a team, so that it is more effective at achieving the vision.
Leadership brings together the skills needed to do these things. We'll look at each element in
more detail.
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UNIT2
DIFFERENT CONSTRUCTION PROJECT TYPES:
GENERAL INFORMATION
Over the past five or six years, we’ve published a number of articles discussing the different
types of construction projects that exist in the United States.

Generally speaking, however, you can separate construction project types into three categories:
(i) Private construction; (ii) State construction; and (iii) Federal Construction. Before getting into
these three categories more specifically you may find some helpful information on this topic by
reviewing these two articles:

Wikipedia’s Entry for “Construction:” Section 1 contains a discussion of the “types of
construction projects,” and contains great detail about the different construction types. Their
entry’s perspective is a bit different from mine, because it discusses a “type” of construction by
the character of the actual facility being constructed and not the party underwriting the costs.
Their different types, therefore, are simply residential building construction, industrial
construction, commercial building construction and heavy civil construction. This is okay and a
good reference, but I disagree with the framework.

An Ezine article titled “Types of Construction Projects” is also pretty useful, despite being an
SEO ploy. Again, however, this article stays with Wikipedia’s framework of classifying the
construction type by the character of the building itself.

1) PRIVATE CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
The first type of construction project is the Private Construction Project. Put simply, private
projects are projects of every type that are owned, controlled or commissioned by a private
party. Private parties include individuals, homeowners, corporations, other business entities,
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